THE HOMeware EDIT

clarke & clarke
EXPLORING CLARKE & CLARKE’S SIGNATURE ECLECTIC LOOKS IN THE SS23 HOMEWARE EDIT

Sleep in style with our iconic bedlinen designs expertly curated to elevate your bedroom scheme. All ranges are accompanied by coordinating accessories, to help you add a little luxury to your interior space. Available in Double, King & Super King sets and packed in a reusable tote bag. The inspiring Studio G readymade curtains collections are available in a wide range of designs, sizes and colourways. From statement florals to timeless textures, all curtains have accompanying cushions to complement the look. The furniture edit showcases our much loved fabric designs on a beautiful range of shapes and styles.
THE BEDDING EDIT
From our exciting new eco-homeware range, Adho is made from 100% recycled cotton. Featuring striking abstract brush strokes, contrast blush piping and a plain sand reverse, the bedlinen set comes in double, king and super king sizes, with two pillowcases included. Adho bedding is cleverly packaged in a matching cushion cover, which can be filled to create a coordinating accessory.
METIS
An abstract design with textural effect detail, Metis is part of our new eco-homeware range. Made from 100% recycled cotton, sage piping frames the set which is finished with a plain sage coloured reverse. Available in double, king and super king sizes, with two pillowcases included. Metis bedding is cleverly packaged in a matching cushion cover, which can be filled to create a coordinating accessory.
In a fresh, uplifting colourway, an elegant bouquet of painterly flowers layers across this 100% cotton duvet set with a plain reverse. Packaged in a coordinating fabric tote bag. Complete the look with a matching accessory cushion.

Bedding is available in the following sizes: Double, King and Super King.
Wild peonies, poppies, daisies and chrysanthemums adorn this meadow inspired duvet set made from 100% cotton and with a contrasting plain reverse. Packaged in a coordinating fabric tote bag. Complete the look with a matching accessory cushion.

Bedding is available in the following sizes: Double, King and Super King
Introduce a tropical feel into your bedroom with the serene scene of Habitat, featuring elegant flamingos, gently swaying bulrushes and towering palm trees. Pair with the coordinating Habitat cushion and embroidered Azure cushion to complete the look.
Elevate your space with the beautiful distorted floral blooms of Camile, contrasted against a deep midnight ground. Add an extra layer of luxury with the coordinating Camile & Scintilla cushions.
With a paired back bohemian feel, this bedlinen provides an exotic escape to tropical island life. Digitally printed on a luxurious 200 thread count cotton sateen, the design features painterly fruits and palm trees populated by charming oversized butterflies. Style with the coordinating Botany and embroidered Azure cushion with metallic rope trim to elevate your bedroom scheme.
Ophelia is a delicately hand drawn Jacobean trail, the jewel palette and ornate detailing elevated against a soft ground adds a dramatic feel to your interior. Layer with the coordinating Ophelia and embroidered Abeja cushion for a striking contrast.
Warm your nights by escaping to this tropical jungle scene, complete with playful monkeys and swirling tendrils of exotic plants. Add to your beautifully printed bedlinen, the accompanying Monkey Business cushion finished with fringe detailing.
Stunning large scale heads of roses are elevated against a deep charcoal ground in this statement bedlinen set. To add a touch more decadence to your floral display, pair with the coordinating textured Floretta cushion with fringe detail.
With soft hues articulated in a soothingly painterly style, Fiore promises to provide a restful bed of flowers. The 200 thread count cotton bedlinen pairs perfectly with accompanying Fiore piped sumptuous velvet cushion, to add refinement to any bedroom.
PASSIFLORA

This beautifully complex botanical bedlinen is a delight for all the senses. Passion flowers and flora of every kind dance upon the kingfisher ground. Layer your bed further by adding the coordinating velvet Passiflora cushion with piped detail.
THE CURTAIN EDIT
PASSIFLORA

An iconic feature design for Clarke & Clarke, trailing passionflowers come to life across two new jewel coloured readymade curtains. Choose from our Emerald and Mineral colourways, where colours pop against contrasting rich grounds. Complete with pencil pleat heading and polycotton lining, these luxurious velvet curtains are packaged in a reusable tote bag.
Named after the tropical rainforest in Central Africa, Congo’s readymade curtains are printed on rich velvet, using deep, dramatic colours. Complete with pencil pleat heading and polycotton lining, these beautifully textural curtains share all the qualities of an oil-painting. Packaged in a reusable tote bag.
The captivating, painterly swirls of Tessuto’s elegant velvet readymade curtains introduce a lovely movement into the home. Complete with pencil pleat heading and polycotton lining, each set of curtains is packaged in a reusable tote bag.
Combining elegance with versatility, the Oslo curtain features a gentle ombre, graduating from deep olive at its base, to a natural tone towards the top. Made from 55% recycled materials, these curtains are finished with a pencil pleat header, polycotton lining and packaged in a reusable tote bag. Pair with our coordinating Oslo cushion.
Softly curved multidirectional shapes feature on these retro inspired readymade curtains with silver satin eyelet header. Lined with cream polycotton and packaged in a matching tote bag. Pair with a matching accessory cushion.
Printed on beautifully soft velvet, Copenhagen is a contemporary design of colourful summer fruits. With eyelet header and cream polycotton lining, these readymade curtains are packaged in a matching fabric tote bag. A coordinating accessory cushion completes the look.
Vienna is a versatile semi plain velvet curtain with abstract emboss detail. Lined with cream polycotton and finished with silver satin eyelet header, it’s packaged in a coordinating fabric tote bag. Complete the look with a matching accessory cushion.
Bouquet takes florals to new jewel heights. Dense and rich in colour, the bold Kingfisher colourway is printed onto luxurious velvet. Muted in a wash of grey yet opulent and beguiling, the Damson colourway is printed onto a textured dry handle base.
Eclipse is a spirited moment of colour in a dark midnight sky. The design plays on distorted pixels that take the palette of blues, burnt oranges and pops of cherry to new dimensions.

A white polycotton lining finishes the curtains.
MEADOW

Meadow highlights an expressive interpretation of meadow flowers, including wild peonies, poppies, daisies and chrysanthemums. Printed onto a textured ground, Antique features painterly blooms in dusty rose and soft magenta against a neutral ground. The decadent tone of Noir creates an impactful look, printed onto velvet, complete with a white polycotton lining.
Pasionaria is a painterly floral trail featuring large-scale passion flower heads amid a sea of botanical blooms. This beautiful design is available in three delightful colourways, Ochre, Midnight and Mulberry, the deep jewel tones create a statement in any space.
Butterflies dance across a paradise of tropical leaves. The textured ground of Flutur adds a fresh, contemporary edge to your interior. Choose Midnight for a striking statement or the delicate tones of Blush and Aqua for a tranquil ambience. Complete the look with the coordinating Flutur cushions with piped detailing.
These luxurious woven Como curtains featuring a modern geometric pattern will bring a touch of sophistication and glamour to your home. Available in three elegant colourways: Ink, Pewter and Silver. Lined with polycotton and available in a range of sizes. Complete the look with a matching Como cushion.
This stylish and contemporary woven geometric curtain is available in three stunning colourways and range of sizes. Pair with the Amari cushion for an elevated look.
The textured semi-plain chenille weave of these Arezzo curtains fills any room with their delightful lustre, ensuring your interior scheme poses a sleek contemporary vibe. Available in three stunning colourways (blush, charcoal, midnight) and all with black-out quality as standard, combine fashion and function to your interior scheme. Arezzo cushions offer a stylish way to complete your modern interior, also available in blush, charcoal and midnight colourways.

**PLEASE NOTE THIS LOGO IS TO BE USED ON PATTERNBOOK TAPES ONLY**
Castello is a classic geometric jacquard that makes a statement, a fabulous addition to your modern living space. Complete with eyelets and polycotton lining.
Catalonia is a contemporary heavy-weight silk effect jacquard, showcasing a luxurious shine in four soft, sophisticated colours. Complete with a premium thermal brushed lining, offering the benefit of keeping your room cool in the summer and cosy in the winter. The heavy brushed lining gives the curtains a fuller opulent look.
These sumptuous velvet Lucca curtains feature a stylish subtle geometric pattern, available in a range of gorgeous colourways (charcoal, midnight, ochre and silver). Add the coordinating piped Lucca cushions to complete the look.
**NAVARRA**

Navarra is a luxurious textured velvet, deeply embossed with metallic detailing. Both alluring and sophisticated, it’s a stylish velvet update. Complete with eyelets and polycotton lining. As usual with velvet, 168cm and 228cm widths have a tailored join.

**NAPLES**

Naples is a sumptuous and stylish embossed velvet that shimmers beautifully in the light. A glamorous and sophisticated addition to any home. Complete with eyelets and polycotton lining. As usual with velvet, 168cm and 228cm widths have a tailored join.
THE
FURNITURE
EDIT
HOMEWARE

SEVILLE
WILD MEADOW NOIR

Pairing beautifully with Alvar rose velvet, Wild Meadow adorns the back of this delightful chair, featuring wild peonies, poppies, daisies, and chrysanthemums in a dramatic noir colourway.

FURNITURE

Width: 67cm
Depth: 66cm
Height: 78cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Seville in Camile Midnight and Alvar Navy is a two-tone inky-coloured dream. Depicting distorted florals, the beauty of Camile on the back draws the eye.

Width: 67cm
Depth: 66cm
Height: 78cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
PRAGUE
OPHELIA MULTI

With a sculpted seashell quality in the back, Prague in Ophelia and Alvar Quartz sits pretty. The sumptuous Jacobean trail design features luxurious hand-drawn vegetation and bejewelled detailing.

**Width:** 85cm

**Depth:** 75cm

**Height:** 79cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
The Elda Chair has found its match in a midnight garden of Acadia. In Midnight, the palms and leaves reflect a negative reflection of the print, flecked with deep orange and softer green butterflies, giving a botanical feel to this elegantly formed chair.

**ELDA**

**ACADIA MIDNIGHT**

Width: 63cm

Depth: 76cm

Height: 82cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Elda, upholstered in Habitat is a wondrous scene shot through the reeds of a lake, softly highlighting the pink hue of flamingos through a Mineral lens.

Width: 63cm
Depth: 76cm
Height: 82cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Named after a species of rose native to eastern Asia, the impactful floral of Rugosa is balanced with Alvar Arctic, highlighting the spectacular blooms to create a contemporary statement armchair.

**Dalston Rugosa Damson**

- Width: 81cm
- Depth: 84cm
- Height: 90cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
The intricate illustrative design of Botany provides an inviting escape into an exotic realm. With butterflies fluttering among palms and tropical flowers, this Dalston chair breathes life into any room it sits in.

**Dalston Botany Summer**

Width: 81cm

Depth: 84cm

Height: 90cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
DALSTON
PASSIFLORA MIDNIGHT

Allow the exotic vines of Passiflora encase you as you relax, the perfect addition to your home and hint to a tropical island life.

Width: 81cm
Depth: 84cm
Height: 90cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Palm leaves and tropical vines are the setting for these mischievous monkeys. This striking armchair is upholstered in the statement Clarke & Clarke Monkey Business print in indigo.

**Dalston Monkey Business Indigo**

- **Width:** 81cm
- **Depth:** 84cm
- **Height:** 90cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Lavish florals in fashion colours make this armchair a showstopper. The enduringly popular Clarke & Clarke Floretta print features bouquets of hand painted florals.

DALSTON
FLORETTA BLUSH

Width: 81cm
Depth: 84cm
Height: 90cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
The Ascot chair, upholstered in Clarke & Clarke’s Fiore fabric. A soft combination of slate and amethyst sit together in harmony against sleek wooden legs.

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
HOMEWARE

ASCOT
MAUI KINGFISHER

The contemporary Ascot chair upholstered in plush Maui and teal velvet adds an opulent addition to your interior.

Width: 71cm
Depth: 71cm
Height: 85cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
Luxuriously upholstered in a rich midnight velvet with an accent of tropical leaves, this timeless design offers a touch of elegance to your home.

**Furniture**

- **Width:** 71cm
- **Depth:** 71cm
- **Height:** 85cm

*NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.*
LEXI
PASSIFLORA KINGFISHER

Bring the tropical indoors with our Passiflora fabric chair. Striking florals bloom against a sumptuous kingfisher velvet, creating a vibrant statement for any room.

Width: 71cm
Depth: 69cm
Height: 74cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.
The beautiful impressionist florals of Fiore featured on an elegant curved shape, adds both comfort and style.

Lexi Fiore Mineral

Width: 71cm
Depth: 69cm
Height: 74cm

NB: The pattern layout may vary between chairs. Each piece is made in UK.